
MENTAL HEALTH
CHECK IN 
an unprecedented mental health initiative in Resources

Peta Slocombe (M.Psych)



The Story of One Million Lives 

One Million Lives (OML) was co-founded by Jacobs, one of the world's largest global solution providers  after

engaging in Australia's Biggest Mental Health Check-in to help employees measure and track mental health from

the privacy of their own device. 

The insights, conversations and changes to mental health were profound.  

Realising that many companies, employees, families, and communities were suffering without  access to the

same resources, they partnered with Australian Check-in creator and Psychologist Peta Slocombe and local

industry sponsors to write, develop and fund a pro bono campaign giving free access to all. 

It is our vision to join with industries across the globe to reach One Million Lives.

The Australian Mental Health in Mining Association are leading a Resources industry check in campaign to

have all our crews, on all our sites stop and check in together. This ground up campaign launches 12th

October, supported by AMMA with mid tier, minors, majors, exploration and contract companies pledging

support.



Mental health issues are foreseeable, measurable, and changeable.

Yet 78% of males and 56% of females can't identify when they are in troubling ranges, 
 

no country in the world currently measures mental health until people are unwell, 
 

and few of us know exactly where to start in making changes.

 
One Million Lives, and you, can change that.

Peta Slocombe (M.Psych)
Co-founder



NEW INSIGHTS

Evidenced based

scales showing

dashboard of 

current mental health;

early warning signs,

risk areas to focus on 

START
CONVERSATIONS

Sharing with our crews

Encouraging mates to 

 get the tally up to

improve or save a life

REDUCE STIGMA

Thriving or surviving. 

We are all Checking in

on our mental health

together 

INDUSTRY CHANGE

Unprecedented insights

into Construction for a

clear, united pathway

forward

RESOURCES +
CONTACTS

Reduce barriers to help

seeking. Next steps,

local supports, share

scores with GP or EAP

PERSONALISED
STRATEGIES

Simple, customised

strategies based on

responses

OML | Mates in Construction

 Our Why



Social Supports

Psychological distress

Perfectionism

Sleep

Resilience

Coping Strategies

Social Media Use

What OML measures & why?



COMPLETE THE FULL-CHECKIN

5-7 minutes



Check out your results 



Campaign overview

IN YOUR HANDS

 OML| Mates in Construction

Scan QR code on the

poster or search 

oml.world

 

 

Choose 

Full Check-in + take 5

minutes to answer

questions on any

device

Check your score + 

 personalised next

steps

Share that you've

taken part and

encourage others to

do the same



Go Live starts now




